15. GUARDIAN OF THE NORTH
Copper alloy
Tibeto-Chinese
Early Ming, late 14th / early 15th century
Height: 34 cm (13.38 in.)

While sharing the basic iconography with the
preceding sculpture, this large and animated
statue represents another aspect of the
Guardian of the North, Vaishravana.1 Standing
firmly with his legs apart and his feet splayed
on a rockwork base, he wears an exceptionally
elaborate full armor decorated with a large
tiger mask at the waist and further smaller
monster masks, swirling ribbons and a
complex crown. His head is turned to the right
with an enraged face displaying an exaggerated
scowl and bulging eyes. In his right hand he
holds a jewel-spitting mongoose (Skt. nakula)
– an animal that clearly indicates his
connection with Jambhala (see cat. no.5).
Although the other attribute, which was originally held in the raised fist, is lost, it is nevertheless
certain he was holding a “banner of victory” (Skt. dhvaja). Representations of Vaishravana in
this specific iconographic manifestation (the Lokapala standing, wearing a full armor and
holding a mongoose and the banner in his hands) are rare.2
More than in the conventional representations, this figure conveys vast protective power,
emanating fearsome physical features that are traditional Chinese conventions for the depiction
of divine guardians. Vaishravana has three predominant functions: First, as a Lokapala, he
defends the North against all evils and protects the devotees against all odds. Second, as the God
of Wealth, he is the dispenser of affluence and prosperity. Third, as the God of War, he protects
his devotees against all enemies.3 The north traditionally had a negative connotation: bad
climate, cold winds, threat of attacks of non-Han tribes etc. It should therefore be no surprise
that Vaishravana attained a special, elevated status among the “Four Heavenly Kings”.
Symbolizing both wealth and protection – like the heavy armor decorated with peacock feathers
bordering his hip – his popularity was ensured.
A remarkable detail is found on the back of the broad brocade cloth which is tied around his
torso with braided cords: as on the previous smaller figure, it is decorated with floral designs,
but here, two phoenixes are visible, flanking a lotus flower. This composition is comparable to
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the decoration of a complex silk gauze canopy datable to the Yuan period in the Metropolitan
Museum, New York.4 The articulation of the very elaborate armor, the soft modeling of the
facial features and the great number of masks indicate that this impressive Vaishravana was
probably made at the very beginning of the Ming period.5

NOTES:
1. On the iconography and symbolism of Vaishravana see Chandra, Lokesh. Dictionary of Buddhist Iconography, vol.13,
New Delhi 2004, pp.3832-3838.
2. When shown wearing armor and holding both the nakula and dhvaja, Vaishravana is normally seated on his vehicle, the
lion. Contrary to the ﬁgure under review, he normally holds the mongoose in his left hand and the banner in his right. For
examples see von Schroeder 2001, vol.2, p.895, pl.207, no.2076 and cat. Sotheby’s London: Tibetan, Nepalese, Indian and
Southeast Asian Art, also decorative Islamic and Indian Art, 26 October 1981, pp.21, no.34.
3. See Chandra, op. cit., p.3838.
4. Illustrated in Kuhn (ed.) 2012, p.117, ﬁg.7.27.
5. For other examples datable to the Yuan or early Ming see a mercury gilt copper alloy ﬁgure of Vaishravana in the collection
of the Nelson Atkins Museum of Art (The Asian Art Acquisition Fund in memory of Laurence Sickman; F95-4); see also
cat. Christie’s London: Fine Chinese Ceramics and Works of Art including Export Art, 15 May 2007.
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